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1. Introduction
The importance of data-intensive computing
has been widely recognized in both science and
industry. The traditional High-Performance
Computing (HPC) systems are also expected
to have further support for large scale data
analysis. In such systems, MPI still dominates
as a means of parallel programming and MPIIO will take an important role to facilitate input/output of large data1),2) .
MPI-IO provides an I/O interface for MPI
applications, and coordinates I/O requests to
parallel storage systems, such as PVFS23) , Lustre4) and so on, with optimizations such as data
sieving5) and Two-Phase I/O6) . However, there
is a problem in concurrent use of shared storage systems in large HPC systems7) . When
more than two workloads simultaneously use
the same I/O servers, storage devices, and/or
storage network paths, their I/O performances
interfere detrimentally. This might spoil performance improvement that might otherwise be
obtained by optimizations of MPI-IO. In particular for parallel applications, one slow access
causes a delay of the entire execution.
In order to take advantage of the optimizations of MPI-IO, this work presents I/O performance isolation between applications which
use the same shared storage system, based on
an advanced reservation mechanism. We are
using Dynamic-CoMPI8) as a MPI-IO implementation and Papio9) as a shared storage system which implements parallel I/O and performance reservation. We are developing the
ADIO layer to connect these systems and to
evaluate the beneﬁts of the reservation-based
performance isolation approach.

Fig. 1 Systems overview

2. Design
In our design, Dynamic-CoMPI and Papio
are used for developing a proof-of-concept system, which examines how performance reservation works with MPI-IO applications.
Dynamic-CoMPI implements two optimization techniques in order to reduce the impact
of communications and non-contiguous I/O requests in parallel applications. One is the locality aware strategy for Two-Phase I/O (LATwo-Phase I/O) which optimizes data aggregation into contiguous buﬀers, and the other is
run-time adaptive message compression. The
beneﬁt of LA-Two-Phase I/O was examined
with PVFS2 as an underlying storage system.
The Papio storage system can allocate storage resources eﬃciently and control I/O processing priorities according to reservations. A
reservation is made by application users, and
I/O throughput (e.g. MB/sec), access type
(write/read), start and end time of the access
can be requested. The performance control is
designed for large sequential I/O and therefore,
it is potentially useful for many MPI-IO applications.
Dynamic-CoMPI is currently implemented
into MPICH210) which includes ROMIO. The
ADIO layer of ROMIO is available for supporting other underlying storage systems. As shown
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Fig. 2 N-to-1 layout of ad papio

in Fig. 1, we are developing ADIO on Papio
(ad papio) to interface the two systems.
In ad papio, the N-to-1 nonstrided data layout is used for collective calls of MPI-IO (e.g.
MPI File write all()). Thus one MPI process
has one reserved access, and its reserved performance is the same for all of the processes.
When another workload is assigned to the
same storage server, the reserved performance
is guaranteed as shown in Fig. 2. When the
integrated accesses requires higher throughput
than the rate one storage server can provide,
the striping technique can be used internally in
the Papio storage system.
The only thing application developers need
to do to use ad papio is to set a reservation
ticket given by the Papio storage system and a
few of Papio’s parameters. The ticket ﬁle path
and other parameters should be given by calling
MPI Info set().

Fig. 3 Comparison results between PVFS2 and Papio
with reservation

tems. We would like to free users from the additional operation for the reservation, and minimize a reserved time slot in each reservation to
prevent overprovisioning.
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3. Status
An initial prototype of ad papio has been
implemented. We are ﬁrst evaluating the basic performance of ad papio using synthetic
benchmarks and the BISP3D application. The
BISP3D is a 3-dimensional simulator of BJT
and HBT bipolar devices.
The datatypes
used in communications are the ﬂoating-point
based MPI datatype. The application uses
Two Phase I/O to write the results into the underlying storage system. Second, we are evaluating our approach by comparing the performance of PVFS2, and Papio with reservation.
The preliminary results show that DynamicCoMPI with Papio can ﬁnish the execution
of the BISP3D application within an expected
time even when another workload competes for
I/O, without loosing the beneﬁt of LA-TwoPhase I/O, Fig. 3. We will present the detail
of the experiments in the poster presentation.
One of our future works is to integrate the
I/O performance reservation mechanism with
the resource scheduling of the modern HPC sys-
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